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N Thank you for choosing Sea Gods for your purchase of a new iSUP.   

We appreciate your support and your enthusiasm to enjoy the water.

Sea Gods is a labour of love to bring you the most beautiful, functional and quality built 

boards.  Each board is made by hand by a team of very cool individuals who are experts at 

what they do.  As each board is hand made, there may be small features that are unique to 

each board.  These are not flaws, but proof that a real human has made your board for you.

The Sea Gods want you to enjoy your board for years to come, so please take care of your 

board and yourself by following the recommendations in this manual.

In consideration of your use of this product, you hereby agree to the following, to the fullest extent 

permitted by law: 1. To waive any and all claims that you have or may in the future have against Sea 

Gods Stand Up Paddleboards, or any of its agents, resulting from use of this product and any of its 

components; and 2. To release Sea Gods Stand Up Paddleboards, or any of its agents from any and 

all liability from any loss, damage, injury or expense that you or any users of this product may suffer, 

or that your next of kin may suffer, as a result of the use of this product, due to any cause whatsoev-

er, including negligence or breach of contract on the part of Sea Gods Stand Up Paddleboards, or 

any of its agents, in the design or manufacture of this product. 

By purchasing, using and assembling this product, you are agreeing to: 1. Be bound to the terms 

set forth below; and 2. Require anyone using this product to be bound by such terms. If you are 

unwilling to be bound by these terms, return this product before use for a full refund. 

Use of this product and any of its components involves certain inherent risks, dangers and hazards, 

which can result in serious personal injury and death. In using this product, you freely agree to 

assume and accept any and all known and unknown risks of injury while using this equipment. The 

risks inherent in the sport can be greatly reduced by abiding to the Warning and Safety Precautions 

listed in this User Guide and using common sense.

For more information, please contact Sea Gods Stand Up Paddleboards directly at:

Sea Gods Stand Up Paddleboards
www.seagods.ca           www.seagodssup.com      info@seagods.ca      

Release and Waiver of Claims Agreement

Assumption of Risk
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ST Wheelie Hiking Backpack

iSUP Board

3pc Paddle

Dual Action Hand Pump

Coil Leash

Fin with Tool-less screw and washer

Repair Kit with wrench, glue and PVC

Transport Canada requires that when paddling in Canadian waters you possess a Canadian Coast 

Guard approved Personal Floatation Device (PFD) with an attached pea-less whistle. While the front 

cargo area is a handy place to store your PFD for immediate use, SeaGods wants you to be safe 

and recommends you always wear your PFD.

Familiarize yourself with the local laws and water right of ways before heading out. Always obey 

the law. Check the weather and wind/ currents and only use your board in conditions that support 

your skill level. Always wear your Safety Leash and PFD and SUP with a buddy. Let somebody know 

where you plan to go and when you expect to be back. Use common sense and be prepared for 

conditions. Be safe and have fun!

If any of these items are missing, please contact your dealer, or email info@seagods.ca

Safety
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Find a clean flat surface to lay your board on, pad side up, and unroll. The Bravo Inflation Valve 

is located at the tail end of your board.

The Valve has a PIN inside that must be in the UP position for inflation. Unscrew the valve cover 

and see the PIN inside. Ensure valve is free from debris and water. PUSH and TWIST PIN ¼ turn 

counterclockwise until Pin stays in the UP position.  

The High-Pressure SUP PUMP hose must be connected to pump. Securely screw the hose to 

the pump. Take care not to kink the hose as this can cause hose to crack. Always unscrew hose 

from Pump when not in use and store in a loose coil.  

Attach SUP PUMP HOSE to VALVE by inserting into valve and PUSH and TURN clockwise until 

hose is secure (1/2 turn, you will feel it lock into place).

SUP PUMP has DUAL ACTION or SINGLE ACTION options. Turn Lever to select DUAL AC-

TION to begin pumping. With Pump on solid stable ground, Stand with balls of feet on pump 

stand and grasp handles with hands. Pull Pump handle up and push down to inflate. Air will 

be pushed into board with both UP and DOWN pump action. Gauge of Pump will not show 

reading for PSI until board is filled with air and begins to build  

pressure.

When it becomes difficult to pull pump handle up, Turn Lever to select SINGLE ACTION. Air 

will only be pushed into board with DOWN action. Read the pressure on the gauge on top of 

pump between Handles.

Inflate board to desired pressure- recommend 15-20 PSI (1.0-1.4 Bar). Board will perform best 

at 15-20 PSI range. DO NOT INFLATE OVER 25 PSI. Note that after inflation if the board is 

stored in heat and/or sunlight the pressure inside the board will increase as the temperature 

rises. 

Once Desired Pressure is reached, quickly remove hose from board by grasping at attachment 

and firmly twisting counterclockwise. Air will leak until hose is completely removed, so it is best 

to be quick.

Inflating Your Stand-Up Paddle Board

Caution: Leaking Air will cause LOUD NOISE so take care to keep ears away from valve.

Replace valve cap by screwing on clockwise. Make sure valve is free from debris and water before 

replacing cap.It is best to always use your included SUP PUMP.  

DO NOT INFLATE USING AIR COMPRESSOR.  USE CAUTION IF INFLATING WITH ELECTRIC SUP 

PUMP AND WATCH PRESSURE CAREFULLY.
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Your No-Tool Fin comes with a square metal washer and a thumb screw. With your board laying 

pad-side down on a flat surface, locate the fin box and see the wide square opening. 

Slide your square metal washer into the opening and fit it into the slot that runs the length of 

the fin box. Slide it up to the front of the fin box, towards nose of board.

Your fin should be installed curved side forward for shedding kelp/weeds. The pegs on the 

sides of the fin go to the tail side and the screw hole goes towards the nose. 

Insert the back side of the fin into the wide opening until the side pegs are fit into the slot that 

runs the length of the fin box.  Slide the fin back until the screw hole lines up with the hole in 

your washer.

Use your thumb screw to fit through the hole in fin base and into the washer. The washer will 

pull up as you tighten. Use hand strength only, no tools needed.

Keep fin up on land, do not rest board on land on fin. Always take board into at least 12-24 

inches of water before getting on so that the fin does not hit the bottom.

Fin Installation

Your carbon fiber paddle comes apart into 3 pieces for ease of transport:  

1) Adjustable length Handle

2) Middle Shaft

3) Blade

Connect the Blade end to the Middle Shaft by depressing the button on the blade shaft and sliding 

inside the Middle Shaft on the end without the clamp. Rotate the Middle Shaft to line up hole with 

the button until the button pops up and holds the pieces together securely.

The Handle end fits inside the middle shaft, making the length adjustable for your perfect fit. Open 

the clamp on the top of the Middle shaft and slide the Handle inside, lining up the groove so that 

the handle always stays straight. Standing with Paddle blade on the ground, hold handle up so that 

there is just a slight bend in elbow for best fit. Close the Clamp and your paddle is ready to go.

From time to time you may need to tighten the screws for the clamp if you notice that the handle is 

sliding when clamp is closed. Take Care NOT TO OVERTIGHTEN.   

3 Piece Paddle
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Your Safety Leash is your lifeline to your board if you fall. It helps you recover your board if 

you fall and helps prevent your loose board from striking another person. In a medical distress 

situation, wearing your leash can be the difference between an emergency rescue instead of a 

body recovery.

ALWAYS WEAR YOUR SAFETY LEASH

Open the Velcro at the tail end of your leash and see the string tied into a circle. Loop through 

the metal D ring at the tail end of your board close to the inflation valve. Fasten Velcro back 

around the String. Alternatively, you can attach Velcro closure directly through the D-ring with-

out the string.

The Cuff end of your safety leash should go around your back ankle, with the leash port facing 

to the outside to prevent tangling.

Remove Leash prior to packing board to prevent leaving pressure marks in the board and Pad.

IF USING BOARD ON RIVER OR FAST-MOVING WATER WITH OBSTACLES THAT COULD 

ENTANGLE LEASH, USE QUICK RELEASE FOR LEASH ATTACHED TO PFD.

Safety Leash Installation
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Find a clean flat surface to lay your board on, fin removed, pad side up. The Bravo Valve has a 

PIN inside that must be in the DOWN position for deflation. 

Unscrew the valve cover and see the PIN inside. Ensure valve is free from debris and water.

PUSH and TWIST PIN ¼ turn clockwise until Pin stays in the DOWN position. Air is at a high 

pressure and deflation can damage ears and eyes. Keep face away from valve when deflating. 

Hearing protection and safety glasses are recommended when deflating. Keep Pets and  

Children clear from valve area when deflating. 

Place a clean dry towel over valve and hand before depressing pin to mitigate noise and  

prevent flying debris, dirt, and sand projectiles from causing injury.

Leave board to deflate for 3-5 minutes with pin in DOWN position before beginning to roll.

DO NOT USE INCLUDED VALVE WRENCH OR OTHER TOOL TO DEFLATE YOUR BOARD.

Deflating Your Stand-Up Paddle Board

Keep Valve PIN in DOWN/OPEN position while folding your board. Board should be clean and 

dry before storing for best longevity.

Lay your board on a clean flat surface, pad side up and begin by folding the nose of the board 

to the mid area of cargo bungee. Make a second fold to double this up so you have 4 layers.  

Continue to fold over along length of board, using gentle pressure to allow air to escape. Take 

care to not crease board in areas of integral accessories.  

When you reach the end by the valve and fin box, use gentle hand pressure around sides and 

do not put pressure on fin box area. Close valve and replace cap, make sure it is dry and clear 

of debris.  

Make final fold of fin box up to top, make sure not to try to fold or bend fin box. It should lay 

flat on the top of folded board.  

Slide buckle strap under your folded board and secure around to keep the folds together.  

Board should easily pack flat into your bag.

Folding Your Inflatable Stand Up Paddle Board
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Carry your board while on land, taking care not to drag your board across sharp rocks, barnacles, 

docks, etc. Your board could be scratched, which may result in the removal of graphics and shorten 

the life of your board. Practice your maneuvering so you do not run your board into sharp objects, 

rocks, sticks, etc. that can scratch or possibly puncture your board.  

Do not leave board in direct sunlight when not in use. Although your board has been coated with 

Sea Gods Proprietary APOLLO UV Protective Coating during manufacture, UV rays may still cause 

damage over time. Nothing is impervious to Apollo’s power. 

Do not let board pressure increase to over 25 PSI. Check pressure and release some until 15-20 PSI 

if moving from cooler area to hot sunny area.

Always clean your board with clean fresh water after use. Use a soft cloth if needed. Scrubbing 

board and using detergents can remove Apollo UV protectant and may also remove artwork.

Always dry your board before storing. Wet dirty boards can get moldy and deteriorate the PVC, 

shortening the life of your board.

Take care not to put pressure on your fin box when on land, and not to push on it when folding 

board. Always ensure your board is in water deep enough that fin is not touching the bottom be-

fore getting on board.

Tilt board in water to break water tension before using center handle to pick up board. If you grab 

the center handle and try to lift board straight up from water, there is extra tension on handle and 

can shorten the life of your handle.

Periodically you may need to tighten the valve with the wrench in the repair kit. You will know if you 

need to do this because you will hear slight air leak from valve when board has pressure. Just use 

wrench to gently tighten in clockwise direction. NEVER UNSCREW VALVE. Dropstitch strings may 

get caught and damage your board.  

Caring For Your Stand-Up Paddle Board
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Store your board in the bag, fin box up, with all the accessories situated on top, in a lying 

position.

Do not store anything on top. 

Your Wheelie Backpack bag has a fin pocket inside for fin storage.  

Keep away from rodents and insects. 

Freezing temperatures can cause PVC and Plastic to become brittle. 

Avoid dropping or having impact to boards that are frozen. 

Bring frozen board up to room temperature before unrolling. 

Storing Your Stand-Up Paddle Board
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Sea Gods Stand Up Paddleboards guarantees our boards to be free from manufacturing defects for 

the reasonable life of the item. If your board should ever fail due to defects in materials or crafts-

manship, we will repair it free of charge or replace it at our discretion. All warranty claims require 

proof of purchase by current owner.

Normal wear and tear, damage caused by misuse, improper care or impacts/accidents are not 

covered by this warranty. However, our expert repair team is happy to repair such damages at a 

reasonable cost. Losses or costs incurred as a result of loss of use are not covered. Please send your 

board back clean and dry- we can’t warranty a board you don’t take care of.

We always do our best for our valued customers, but please understand during peak times it may 

take up to 5 business days for us to process your request.  Once a warranty or repair item is re-

ceived it may take up to 6-8 weeks for us to complete the warranty and repair and ship your board 

back to you.

Important information
To ensure best service, please contact us to get a repair/replace plan in place.  We will give you a 

file number to use with your return. Items returned without the repair/replace plan file number will 

not be accepted. 

To receive a Repair/Replace Plan File Number, please email us at Sales@seagods.ca. You may be 

asked to provide pictures of the problem area on the board so that we can determine the best plan 

for you.

Once you have contacted us and a file number has been issued please follow these steps to com-

plete the warranty process:

    1. Write your Repair/Replace Plan File Number in large numbers on the outside of the shipping 

        package so that we can easily identify it when it arrives at our shop. 

    2. Ship your item back via your Postal Service or carrier of your choosing.

    3. Ensure the item is clean and dry before shipping. 

    4. Ship the item back to SeaGods Stand Up Paddleboards.

SeaGods Stand Up Paddleboards  
1501 High Street, White Rock, BCV4B 3N8  Canada 

SeaGods LIFETIME Warranty
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All items must be shipped as warranty items / repair with a declared value of $1 per item. Failing to 

follow this will result in the parcel being declined and shipped back at the shipper’s expense. Please 

further indicate that these are Canadian goods returning to Canada. 

For any questions please feel free to contact Sales@seagods.ca. Not properly following the 

above directions could result in the parcel being returned to sender at their cost.

There is no need to ‘register’ or ‘activate’ this warranty, it comes included with proof of 
purchase.

International Return Shipping


